Ninety-Nines 90th Anniversary
Scavenger Hunt List
Items 1-36 are all of the letters of the alphabet and numbers. Each is worth 1 point. They
must be naturally occurring or man-made but NOT in a sign or intentionally made in the
form of a number or letter.
1. A
2. B
3. C
4. D
5. E
6. F
7. G
8. H
9. I
10. J
11. K
12. L
13. M
14. N
15. O
16. P
17.Q
18.R
19. S
20. T
21. U
22. V
23.W
24. X
25. Y
26. Z
27. The number 1
28. The number 2
29. The number 3
30. The number 4
31. The number 5
32. The number 6
33. The number 7
34. The number 8
35. The number 9
36. The number 0
37. Something in the shape of a heart

38. Something in the shape of a circle
39. Something in the shape of an arrow.
40. Something in the shape of a star
41. Cloud in the shape of an animal, object or person. CLEARLY IDENTIFY WHAT YOU SEE
42. Closed runway marked with an “X”
43. Stadium
44. Air to air photo of another aircraft
45. Airport with multiple runways (1 point for each runway)
46. Airport with a single runway
47. Control tower
48. An intersection with the name of a real or fictitious person. Take a screen shot of your
navigation program or GPS showing you flying over that intersection. (examples: GIBBS
intersection for the character Jethro Gibbs on NCIS; MARIE intersection, etc.)
49. Grass runway
50. Building with a red roof
51. Building with a green roof
52. Building with a blue roof
53. Building with a copper roof
54. A hill or mountain
55. A windmill
56. Heliport – be sure we can see the circle with an H in the center
57. Tetrahedron
58. School
59. Photo of you doing a preflight (MUST be taken on the ground)
60. Cirrus cloud
61. Stratus Clouds
62. Cumulo-nimbus clouds
63. Small town
64. Large City
65. Intersection of 2 roads
66. Building surrounded by a wall or fence
67. Multi-lane highway
68. Park with trees in it (NOT an amusement park or theme park)
69. A colorful flowering tree or trees with fall colors
70. Water tower with a town name on it
71. In flight selfie
72. In flight picture of you with another 99 or Friend of the 99s
73. Aerial view of a famous or prominent landmark
74. VOR – the ground based unit (not your avionics or navigation program)
75. Lake, river, pond reservoir or other natural body of water
76. Swimming pool
77. Train (NO VIDEO) 1 point for each car/locomotive appearing in the photo
78. Large building complex
79. Antenna
80. Flag of a state or country
81. Bridge

82. Highway clover leaf
83. Something square
84. Sunrise or Sunset from the air
85. Sign
86. Segmented circle
87. Your home airport – tell us what airport it is
88. Church, synagogue or other religious building
89. Rainbow or a “glory”
90. 99s Compass rose

Ninety-Nines 90th Anniversary Scavenger Hunt
90 items, 90 days celebrating 90 years of 99s
Official Information, Rules & Regulations
1. The Ninety-Nines Anniversary Scavenger Hunt is a day VFR cross-country fun flying
opportunity open to all conventional single engine and twin engine aircraft, experimental
aircraft and home-built aircraft and rotorcraft. This event is designed as a SCAVENGER
HUNT and will test your powers of observation. FLYING REQUIRED - USE OF
GOOGLE EARTH AND AERIAL VIEWERS NOT PERMITTED!!!
2. All 99s and Friends of the 99s are invited to participate, male and female; and a 2person crew is not required but highly encouraged. ENTRY FEE IS $25 per person.
Failure to pay the entry fee will make you ineligible for the grand prize.
3. Pilots are free to choose their day or days of flight any time from now through
October 27, 2019. You have 90 days to try to find all 90 items on the list. All photos
MUST be taken between August 1st and October 27th, 2019.
4. This is a fun flying opportunity with the emphasis placed on safety.
5. To enter the scavenger hunt, send an email to scavengerhunt@ninety-nines.org . You
will be sent an invoice to make payment in the amount of $25 to The Ninety-Nines pay
pal account. Once we have confirmation of payment, you will be sent the link to the
Facebook Group so you can create your album and begin posting pictures.
6. All photos must be taken from the air. Photos only, no videos will be accepted.
7. When identifying shapes please note the following: (1) they cannot be painted on the
ground, on a sign, etc.; (2) the shape must be naturally occurring (trees, water feature,
land feature) or a road, building or other man made item; (3) photos may be cropped to
help show/identify the item but they may NOT be otherwise photo-shopped, flipped or
edited. An example of an “M” is below. When saving your pictures, please identify the
shape or item so we do not have to guess. The judges MUST be able to see what you see.

CLEARLY label EACH photo with what is in the photo (example: “something round” or
“something heart-shaped” or “letter M”, etc.).
8.
All photos MUST be posted by October 27, 2019 at 2100 hrs (9:00 pm) Eastern
time. Photos submitted late will not count.
9. All photos will be posted to a Facebook group dedicated to the scavenger hunt. (Many
thanks to L.I.F.T. for this idea.) Each entrant MUST create an album on the group and
post all of your photos in your album. Photos not posted in your album will not count. To
create an album: join the 99s scavenger hunt group. A link to the group will be provided
upon receipt of your entry fee. Go to “photos”. Click on “create album”. Give the album
a title “Jane Jones Entry Photos” using your name in place of “Jane Jones”. To add
photos, click on “add photos”. As each photo is added, clearly label it with the item it
represents (letter K). Post. To add more photos: go to the group, click on photos, click on
albums, select your album and add photos.
10. The winner will be the entrant with the highest number of points as determined by the
judges. One winner will receive her 99s Anniversary Celebration dinner free of charge (a
$50 value) or, if he/she does not attend the Celebration on November 2, 2019 at 99s HQ,
an Amazon gift card in the amount of $50.
11. By entering the Scavenger Hunt all participants agree to abide by the rules and
regulations of the Scavenger Hunt; agree to abide by all FAR’s, and acknowledge and
agree that the decision of the Judges is final. Judges are ineligible to participate in the
Scavenger Hunt. Have fun and be creative!!!

Item

1. A
2. B
3. C
4. D
5. E
6. F
7. G
8. H
9. I
10. J
11. K
12. L
13. M
14. N
15. O
16. P
17.Q
18.R
19. S
20. T
21. U
22. V
23.W
24. X
25. Y
26. Z
27. The number 1
28. The number 2
29. The number 3
30. The number 4
31. The number 5
32. The number 6
33. The number 7
34. The number 8
35. The number 9
36. The number 0
37. Something in the shape of a
heart
38. Something in the shape of a
circle
39. Something in the shape of an
arrow.

40. Something in the shape of a
star
41. Cloud in the shape of an
animal, object or person.
CLEARLY IDENTIFY WHAT YOU
SEE
42. Closed runway marked with
an “X”
43. Stadium
44. Air to air photo of another
aircraft
45. Airport with multiple
runways (1 point for each
runway)
46. Airport with a single runway
47. Control tower
48. An intersection with the
name of a real or fictitious
person. Take a screen shot of
your navigation program or GPS
showing you flying over that
intersection. (examples: GIBBS
intersection for the character
Jethro Gibbs on NCIS; MARIE
intersection, etc.)
49. Grass runway
50. Building with a red roof
51. Building with a green roof
52. Building with a blue roof
53. Building with a copper roof
54. A hill or mountain
55. A windmill
56. Heliport – be sure we can see
the circle with an H in the center
57. Tetrahedron
58. School
59. Photo of you doing a
preflight (MUST be taken on the
ground)
60. Cirrus cloud
61. Stratus Clouds
62. Cumulo-nimbus clouds

63. Small town
64. Large City
65. Intersection of 2 roads
66. Building surrounded by a wall
or fence
67. Multi-lane highway
68. Park with trees in it (NOT an
amusement park or theme park)
69. A colorful flowering tree or
trees with fall colors
70. Water tower with a town
name on it
71. In flight selfie
72. In flight picture of you with
another 99 or Friend of the 99s
73. Aerial view of a famous or
prominent landmark
74. VOR – the ground based unit
(not your avionics or navigation
program)
75. Lake, river, pond reservoir or
other natural body of water
76. Swimming pool
77. Train (NO VIDEO) 1 point for
each car/locomotive appearing
in the photo
78. Large building complex
79. Antenna
80. Flag of a state or country
81. Bridge
82. Highway clover leaf
83. Something square
84. Sunrise or Sunset from the
air
85. Sign
86. Segmented circle
87. Your home airport – tell us
what airport it is
88. Church, synagogue or other
religious building
89. Rainbow or a “glory”
90. 99s Compass rose
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